
It was brave of Shayara Bano, Ishrat Jahan, Aafreen Rehman, 
Gulshan Parveen and Atiya Sabri to petition India’s apex court
against instant triple talaq, because it meant going against powerful

male authorities in the community. This week they won a great victory
in court. But its euphoria is tempered by ground realities, where 
reform will take more time and enlightenment – and perhaps pain.

Over in Kolkata for example Ishrat Jahan is battling a social 
boycott. The SC verdict has opened floodgates of expletives against
her: like gandi aurat (dirty woman), enemy of men, un-Islamic. Her 

lawyer Nazia Ilahi Khan is being trolled online.
But even as Ishrat is learning that the court
judgment will not change society by itself, she
is refusing to get dispirited. She has decided to
remove her niqab, to say to other women that
she is not a victim anymore and every ordinary
woman can fight for her rights like her, to push
for change within the community.

Bengal minister Siddiqullah Chowdhury has meanwhile declared
the SC verdict unconstitutional, actually urging Muslims not to abide
by it. This is beyond irresponsible, pandering to fundamentalism and
oppression of women as it does. Interestingly, even as SC has set aside
talaq-e-biddat, there is no gender equality in talaq-e-ahsan and talaq-
e-hasan either. Women will demand greater agency over time. Such
demands will grow across religions, and successfully. Defending the
sexist status quo or suppressing women’s voices is a medieval game.

Battle Half Won 
Triple talaq petitioner’s struggle continues

Sacredspace
A Good Leader

If you fail to honour your
people, they will fail to 
honour you; it is said of 
a good leader that when
the work is done, the aim

fulfilled, the people will say,
“We did this ourselves.”

Lao Tzu

Dera Sacha Sauda chief Gurmeet Ram Rahim Singh has 
been convicted of rape by a special CBI court in Haryana’s
Panchkula. The case dates back to 2002 when a woman in the

dera accused Ram Rahim of rape. However, what’s inexplicable is
that in the run up to the court verdict the dera chief was able to get
more than 1.5 lakh of his followers to descend on Panchkula in a
show of strength. 

This is a clear failure of the Haryana government to maintain
law and order. The Punjab and Haryana high court slammed the 
local administration for allowing such a large number of dera 
followers to gather, noting the complete lack of will power among

police to prevent them. The government
allowed a situation to be created where
mobile internet and SMSes have been 
restricted, trains to Punjab and Haryana
have been cancelled, and schools and 
businesses have been shut. Such disrup-
tion to normal life – because the Haryana
administration treats the head of a cult
with kid gloves – is ridiculous. 

Just as in the case of the Jat quota 
agitation last year, the BJP dispensation in Haryana needs to be 
blamed for the Panchkula mess as well. BJP often accuses other 
parties like Congress and SP of pandering to populist sentiments or
vote banks. However, it’s guilty of the same with respect to Ram 
Rahim and his followers today – the dera had announced open 
support for BJP in the 2014 state polls. Violence by dera members 
after the court verdict has already claimed at least 31 lives with 
reports of arson also coming in from Delhi. State governments in 
coordination with the home ministry must take strict action against
the perpetrators and ensure law and order at all costs.

Dera Chaos
Haryana government stands guilty of rank populism 

The seven-month education of the American president has
borne a minor fruit. Reading off a teleprompter, Donald
Trump admitted that his long-standing demand to end 
America’s longest war in Afghanistan was not feasible. Since
leaving the country to the Taliban would quickly turn 
Afghanistan into a launch pad for terrorist attacks on the US,

he committed US troops to the country for an indefinite period. To reassure his
political base (who elected him to pull out of foreign wars to focus on rebuilding
America), he emphasised that the forces would only kill terrorists and not 
engage in “nation building”. Despite his assertion about achieving victory, his
engagement-lite has no more chance of success than his predecessor’s 2009 
surge of 30,000 troops into Afghanistan.

Still, Trump has avoided, at least for now, two policy steps that his recently-
fired white nationalist adviser Stephen Bannon recommended. The US is not
going to bring American mining companies to tap supposedly a trillion-dollar
haul of rare earth minerals like lithium. Access to that resource would make
the spending of American blood and treasure worthwhile, the advisers had 
said. But given that 60% of the territory in question is under Taliban control, it
was ruled out as a viable proposition. 

Secondly, Trump was advised to reduce military expenditures by 
outsourcing the task of training Afghan troops to private military contractors,
ie mercenaries. In the face of strong opposition from the Pentagon, that idea
too was shelved. But to avoid openly violating his campaign pledge to withdraw
from Afghanistan, President Trump refused to reveal how many additional

troops would be sent or for how long: “America’s enemies
must never know our plans.” The Pentagon, which requires
Congressional approval, has said however, that it is 
considering sending an additional 4,000 adviser and 

support troops. Trump would hate to admit it, but this sounds like a policy that
Hillary Clinton would have pursued.

Trump has stamped his transactional approach to foreign policy by 
threatening to cut US aid to Pakistan. “We have been paying Pakistan billions
and billions of dollars at the same time they are housing the very terrorists that
we are fighting,” Trump said. He has called on India to play a greater role in 
Afghanistan, ignoring Pakistani paranoia about New Delhi’s growing 
influence on its western border. This opens up opportunities for India to increase
its footprint in Afghanistan. But Indians should not view this invitation as 
evidence that Trump loves them. On the contrary, India is expected to support
US efforts out of gratitude: “India makes billions of dollars in trade with the
United States, and we want them to help us more with Afghanistan.”

Leaders in New Delhi may draw satisfaction from the hard line Trump has
taken on Pakistan, but they cannot ignore the fact that despite years of trying to
become America’s partner in its own right, India has again been dragged back
into a triangular relationship with Pakistan. India’s importance to Washington
would be judged by how effective or ineffective it is in serving US interest in 
Pakistan and Afghanistan. India cannot forget either the elephant in the room
in American policy calculations – Pakistan’s possession of 120 or so nuclear
warheads and the ever present threat from Islamic militants.

India may applaud Trump’s decision to remove restraints on US military
operations against the Taliban and their cohorts, but the unbridled 
application of firepower risks increasing civilian casualties and building 
more support for the extremists. If Trump’s final goal is to coerce the Taliban to
the negotiating table, he will have an even weaker hand (around 12,000 troops)
than Obama did with 1,00,000 servicemen and women deployed in Afghanistan.
Not only has the dwindling US aid to Pakistan reduced its leverage, China’s
massive investment in developing the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
has emboldened Islamabad to stand up to Washington. Pakistan’s defiant 
statement offers the proof of a changed environment.

Trump On Afghanistan

Nayan Chanda

His invitation to India does come 
with an unpleasant twist in the tail

How should India 
approach its 172-million-
strong Muslim minority,
the second largest 
Muslim population in the
world? Few questions

matter more to the country’s future. Yet
the odds of either major national party
coming up with a sensible answer 
appear vanishingly small.

In a sense, Indian politics illustrates
a larger global issue. As the Pakistani-
Canadian atheist Ali Amjad Rizvi puts
it, “The left is wrong on Islam. The right
is wrong on Muslims.” I would phrase 
it differently in an Indian context:
“Congress is wrong on Islam. BJP is
wrong on Muslims.”

Let’s start with Congress, whose 
electoral woes can be traced, at least in
part, to its having lost the confidence of a
large chunk of India’s Hindu majority.
Traditionally, Congress has been soft on
Islamism, the attempt to order society by
the religious rules laid down in sharia
law. In the 1950s, Jawaharlal Nehru 
piloted deep reforms in Hindu society 
including the abolition of untouchability,
the prohibition of polygamy and full
property rights for widows. But 
Nehru baulked at extending the same
modernising principle to Islamic law.

At the time, this oversight was 
somewhat explicable. In 1951, India 
housed only 35 million Muslims, or about
10% of the country’s population. A com-
munity shaken by Partition required re-
assurance that independent India would
treat it humanely. Across the Muslim
world, secularists appeared ascendant.
Many scholars believed that it was only a
matter of time before the regressive
practices enshrined in sharia withered
away. The rise of Islamist terrorism as a
global concern was still decades away.

At the same time, however, the 
Congress approach to Muslims included
a streak of cynical vote grubbing. Before
Independence, the party had allied with
Islamist groups like the Jamaat-e-Islami
in a bid to forge a common front against
the British (Jamaat founder Abul 
Ala Maududi opposed the creation of

Pakistan out of a belief that all of India
belonged to Islam). After 1947, Congress
continued to truck with Islamists of 
various stripes. It effectively gave the
Muslim community’s most orthodox 
elements a veto over progress.

This approach reached its nadir in
1986. That year Rajiv Gandhi rammed
through a law to negate a Supreme Court
judgment granting alimony to a 70-year-
old Muslim divorcee named Shah Bano.
Arguably no single act damaged Cong-
ress’s credibility with the Hindu middle
class more than this naked pandering to
retrograde sentiment. Two years later,
India became the first country in the
world to ban Salman Rushdie’s The Sata-
nic Verses.

Over the years, the Congress habit of
kowtowing to radicals has deepened to
the point of parody. In 2010 party general
secretary Digvijaya Singh helped
launch a book that claimed that the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh master-
minded the 2008 Mumbai attacks. Last
year, a video emerged showing Singh
praising the hardline Wahhabi televan-

gelist Zakir Naik, whose extreme views
have led the United Kingdom and Canada
to bar him from visiting.

Some of the party’s blunders can be
traced to its hapless efforts to regain 
power in Uttar Pradesh. In 2012 then law
minister Salman Khurshid claimed at an
Azamgarh campaign rally that Sonia
Gandhi had teared up over an encounter
in Delhi’s Batla House with Indian 
Mujahideen terrorists. The party’s 
prominent candidates in this year’s state
elections included Imran “Boti-Boti” 
Masood, who once threatened to chop 

Narendra Modi to pieces.
Nobody can accuse BJP of being 

soft on Islamism. The Supreme Court 
deserves credit for outlawing instant 
triple talaq, but the prime minister 
should nonetheless be applauded for
publicly backing the brave Muslim 
women who waged a long and lonely 
legal battle against the practice. Among
major Indian parties, only BJP unambi-
guously backs a uniform civil code.

The trouble with India’s ruling party
is not that it opposes Islamism, but that its
actions suggest a deep-rooted hostility 
towards Muslims. Take, for instance, the
appointment in March of Yogi Aditya-
nath as chief minister of Uttar Pradesh.
Not long ago, Adityanath’s strident anti-
Muslim rhetoric, and the violence associ-
ated with the militia he founded, Hindu
Yuva Vahini, would have made him unfit
for even a junior minister’s position in
Delhi. Now he presides over a state with
roughly as many people as Brazil.

Or take BJP’s obsession with restric-
ting the beef industry (in India mostly
buffalo), which employs Muslims in 
disproportionately large numbers. In a
country with relatively few new employ-
ment opportunities, it takes a special
brand of callousness to hurt the 
livelihoods of some of your poorest 
citizens merely because they happen not
to share your religious taboos.

Or consider representation. The Modi
government does not count a single 
Muslim in the Cabinet. It counts only
two Muslims in the entire council of 
ministers. It’s almost as though the party
thinks it can wish away more than 
one-eighth of India’s population the way
some brilliant historians can wish away
the fact that Akbar defeated Rana Pratap
at the battle of Haldighati.

For an Indian secularist, the choices
are bleak. The party that welcomes 
Muslims as fellow Indians also panders
to Islamists. The party that opposes 
Islamists also makes many ordinary
Muslims feel insecure. Neither party 
appears capable of a simple enough task
– battling Islamists while embracing 
ordinary Muslims. 

The writer is a resident fellow at the Ameri-
canEnterprise Institute in Washington, DC

Scourge Of Selective Secularism
Neither BJP nor Congress is capable of a simple task: battling Islamists while embracing Muslims

Sadanand Dhume

In a country with relatively few
new employment opportunities,
it takes a special brand of
callousness to hurt the
livelihoods of some of your
poorest citizens merely
because they happen not to
share your religious taboos

Despite following certain precepts
and conforming to certain ideals,
why do some people have so much

anger and misery in them? On the other
hand, there are those who may not
appear to be so driven by ideals or a
faith, yet they are carefree and they
manage to enjoy life despite challenges.
It seems that for them, their own 
temperament is their guiding principle.

Society and life are governed by
principles and policies. The stability of
a nation hinges on the underlying 
principles of its Constitution. If these
principles are unnecessarily interfered
with, the system becomes unstable and
is likely to be chaotic. So, also in life,
principles are very important. A life
governed by principles is close to an
ideal one. A person sticking to his 
principles is simple and can be trusted.
If a person does not have any principles,

his life is erratic and can make the lives
of others close to him also chaotic. Just
as an ungoverned state is doomed, so is a
person, bereft of principles.

Sometimes we are at the crossroads
of life. We can overcome the conflict
arising out of situations by following
our own principles dictated by
our conscience. Conscience
always shows the right way.
However, we choose our
paths as per our convenience.
If convenience agrees with
conscience then it is all 
right, otherwise we are likely
to be lost.

From my school days i was
told that honesty is the best
policy. As i grew i realised the
importance of honesty; for
example, how its absence in public life
affects us. Honesty of the person not
only depends on the moral attitude of a
person, but also on economic conditions

transformation from honesty to 
dishonesty on the basis of the phase
transition that we normally study in
physics. Within critical limits, every-
thing is fine and in order. Beyond this, 
all hell breaks loose. Certain external
factors could restore the order for some
time. But the most important mechanism
is always internal. Self-control is the
order parameter. Within critical limits, it
is finite. It is maximum, when a person
has complete control over lust, greed and
anger. With increase in these self-debili-
tating traits, self-control decreases and
becomes zero at critical limits. Beyond
critical limits, it is zero, that is, self-
control vanishes and dishonesty sets in.

If we can carry the purity of child-
hood to adulthood and retain it through
the passing of time, there is no reason
why anybody would fail to be honest and
pure. Life would become beautiful and
meaningful in equal measure.

Post your comments at speakingtree.in

and prevalent social order. As far as
possible, one should be transparent in
everything one does. Some people 
apprehend that too much transparency,
while executing a good work, might
affect its outcome. 

Honesty is an order. Dishonesty is a
kind of disorder. Moral firmness
of mind makes a person honest.
However, there are factors which
try to destroy this firmness.
According to Bhagwad Gita,
greed, lust and anger can destroy
this firmness. Greed results
from desire, so does lust. But
anger deludes a person. When a
person is deluded, he loses his
intellect. With loss of intellect, a
person becomes vulnerable to
immorality. As long as these

three disturbing factors are under
control, one can be honest.

In the language of science, we call
them critical limits. I could model the

Within Critical Limits, Everything Is Fine
G S Tripathi
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JEREMY BENTHAM

Tyranny and anarchy are never far apart

A thought for today

Earlier this
month a collea-
gue at the 
Financial Times
found himself
lying bruised at

a railway station in India as a
moving train tore into his leg.
He was waiting for a train at a
busy station in Mumbai when,
in the frenetic frenzy to board
his evening train, he was 
punched in the right eye, lost
his balance and found his left
leg lodged under the oncoming
train. Luckily, he survived. Last
Saturday, 23 others were not as
lucky. They died when their 
train was derailed about 80 km
north of Delhi. 156 others were
injured.

India’s railway is the most
deadly in the world with 27,581
deaths in 2014 alone. That is 
about 530 people dying every
single week. In the US that same
year, 16 people died in railway
accidents every week. In the UK
the number was less than seven.
Why do so many Indians perish
on train tracks and what can be
done to fix the problem? The
answer is surprising: Subsidi-
es, meant to keep the railways
accessible to the poor, may be 
a key culprit.

Some of the biggest drivers
of death on India’s railways are
derailments, people falling off
overcrowded trains and others
being run over as they cross rail-
way tracks. The common thread
linking these myriad causes is a
lack of sufficient investments in
a rail network that transports
more than 23 million passengers
a day – that’s the equivalent of
moving the entire population 
of Australia every single day. 
The government’s decision to 

heavily subsidise rail fares has
left it with insufficient funds to
invest in its railways.

Overcrowded trains are the
clearest symptom of the problem.
Artificially low fares attract
millions of Indians to take 
trains over other forms of
transport. The same subsidies
also burn a hole in railways 

balance sheets leading to under-
investment in new trains and
routes. The result is dangerous
overcrowding. Many take 
extraordinary risks on their 
daily commutes by hanging 
out the doors and windows and
riding atop moving trains.

Derailments happen when
tracks are old and prone to 
fatigue fractures; one report 
found this is more likely when
tracks are over-utilised. In India,
40% of the line-sections are run
at above 100% of their capacity.
With so many trains running so
closely together, there is less 
time for engineers to inspect the
tracks to make sure they remain
safe. Yet again, lack of invest-
ment has created a serious safety
problem by increasing demand

for train travel while simultane-
ously limiting supply of critical
safety features.

Casinos are illegal in most of
India but if you want to see risk
taking behaviour you don’t have
to go much further than a 
railway crossing. The absence 
of road-over and road-under 
bridges means many people are
forced to cross railway tracks on
level crossings. In fact, 40% of all
train accidents in India happen
at these deadly crossings. But 
given removing each level cros-
sing costs about Rs 4 crore, it’s
unlikely the cash-strapped rail-
way will be able to deal with this
problem any time soon.

It’s easy to see why railway
subsidies have been so popular
and hard to remove. For all the

talk of India’s growing stature,
GDP per capita is still only 3%
that of the US. When you factor
in the high income inequality,
you begin to see why subsidised
travel is a near necessity for 
many Indians.

And yet, what is equally clear
is that the poor pay with their 
lives when safety is compromi-
sed by underinvestment. The
government needs to invest more
in railways and given there is no
magic money tree – India also
has one of the lowest tax penet-
ration rates in the world with
only about 2% of Indians 
paying income tax – it may have
to take another look at removing
some railway subsidies.

Many urgent changes like
the introduction of fire safety
devices, anti-collision techno-
logies and track monitoring 
systems have been delayed as
the railway struggles to fund 
itself. While poor Indians will
require support for travel, the
current levels of subsidies are
unsustainable unless India is
willing to live with high fatalities
or able to find new sources of
funding. Continuing to allow
more than 75 Indians to die on
its railway tracks every single
day seems like an unsustainable
proposition.

The writer is a journalist

Why are India’s trains so deadly? Subsidised tickets
contribute to serious underinvestment in the system

Abhishek Parajuli

Subsidised travel is a
near necessity for
many Indians. And yet,
what is equally clear is
that the poor pay with
their lives when safety
is compromised by
under-investment
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